
HULKHIRE

Automated Sourcing
Automated Scheduling
Automated Interviews
Automated Evaluation
You JUST HIRE! 

HIRING SOLVED WITH



Problem
 IN HIRING

01
Your company waste hundreds of valuable
business hours and lot of money in interviewing.
Most results in
"No Thanks, Not a good fit"

02
While your company is busy in interviewing
unworthy candidates, Other companies grabs the
candidates you deserve.

You need to fix it, NOW !!! 



Solution
List 1-3 ways your company

proposes to solve them.

Solution
HULKHIRE

01 - Filter the Top 1% of the Talent from the pile
         of resumes with Zero Efforts

02 - Speed up hiring process by 10X

BOOK DEMO NOW

Our commercials are very affordable compared to our competitors
We save valuable business hours for recruiters and technical panel

03 -Cost efficient

https://calendly.com/swati-bakeminds/automated-hiring


Don't judge candidate
by their resume



300+
ASSESSMENT

ROUND

50+
TECHNICAL
INTERVIEW

700+
SCHEDULE

INTERVIEWS

1000+
RESUME

What would change with HulkHire?
 

More Business hours of the
technical panel
Not-so-skilled candidates
reach technical interview

BOOK DEMO NOW

Every resume needs to be
Review
Resumes are not trustworthy
Every shortlisted resume needs
screening call

Check available slots for every
candidate
Multiple followups and reminder 
No Show Candidates

Higher drop-outs
Plagiarism and fraud
candidates
Expensive for bulk hire

1000+
SHARE 

JOB LINK

No manual intervention required
Technical, coding, and communication- all skills
are evaluated in one go
Lower drop-outs -  interview duration is just
10mins
No scope of plagiarism and fraud
Automatic follow-up and reminder system
Not interested candidates are removed early in 
the process

10+
TECHNICAL
INTERVIEW

Less business hours spent in Technical
Interview
Only skilled and trustworthy candidates
reach here

https://calendly.com/swati-bakeminds/automated-hiring


How it will work?



01 - SOURCING - We do it together We would source best candiates for you using our top notch
platform and tie up with companies

On top of that, you can invite your own candidates as well.



      Candidates can automatically schedule 
      their interviews based on their availability

02- Self scheduling system for candidates 

      A calendar invitation is shared on their 
      email with an interview link.

      Regular reminders and follow-ups 
      with candidates to keep them warm.

      Candidates can reschedule their interview
      anytime, if required



Question shows on candidate screen

Over all test duration

Time for each question

Candidate can skip or move to next question

Candidate speak through the answer

Candidate video recorded

03- Interview with Bot - Recorded Audio and Video



04- Detailed feedback report on every candidate

 Detailed score report on : 
1. Technical Concepts
2. Coding skills
3. Communication skills



Candidate's Interview Video

Click on question to navigate through video

Test summary Result -Everything you want

 Recorded Interview Video

 Candidate report on technical, coding 
  and communication

 Detailed resume of every candidate

 Critical information like Notice Period, CTC, etc



Still Thinking?



Proof
Fortune 500 companies are already using

this model for faster and right hiring.
Why not you?

“When we implemented it, our target was to get our time to hire
from 23 days down to 18. We were thrilled to see it exceeded
our expectations and dropped to only 11 days!”

- ALI ROSS-GRANT, Senior Resourcing Manager, Vodafone

“We’ve developed an impressive candidate experience through
this modal that is unique and engaging and easily allows us to
filter and select the right candidates that fit the future of Maxis."

- JO-ANN LOW, Head of Recruitment for Maxis

“With this modal, we’ve been able to keep a solid pipeline of qualified sales
talent at our fingertips. You don’t start from square one, which has been a
huge advantage to our sales leaders as we look to build an incredible team
quickly."

- WILLIAM DROSTE, Vice President of Ticket Sales and Premium Packages

YOUR TESTIMONY NEXT !!!!
 BOOK DEMO NOW

https://www.humanresourcesonline.net/case-study-maxis-created-seamless-digital-employee-experience/
https://calendly.com/swati-bakeminds/automated-hiring


Our interview duration is 10-15mins. So dropout
rate of candidates is very less

Techgeeks love innovation and its great way to
impress young talents

Speedup hiring by 10X

Filter top 10% of the crowd with zero manual
efforts

To fill your empty seats !!!

We are Best!
 



Book a Demo
Don't lose the opportunity.

BOOK DEMO NOW

https://calendly.com/swati-bakeminds/automated-hiring


Whatsapp/Call - 91-8886080289 

care@bakeminds.com / swati@bakeminds.com

www.hulkhire,bakeminds.com

Contact Us

http://hulkhire.bakeminds.com/

